
Get The Falconeer FREE with purchase of a qualifying EVGA GeForce Graphics card!

- Tuesday, December 1, 2020 –
FREE The Falconeer Game with Purchase of a Qualifying EVGA GeForce Graphics card!

FROM THE CLOUDS THEY DIVE, THE SCREAMS OF BATTLE IN THEIR LUNGS…

Become The Falconeer and soar through the skies aboard a devastatingly powerful Warbird. Uncover secrets lost
to the sea as you join or oppose different factions and clans scattered throughout The Great Ursee. Take
advantage of multiple Falconeer classes with individual stats, weapons and warbirds that can be upgraded through
winning battles, completing quests, discovering secrets, or applying Mutagens or Chants. Use ocean thermals and
energy to dive, dodge, barrel-roll, and twist to gain an advantage.

The Falconeer is an open-world air combat game, featuring fast, brutal aerial dogfights and deep exploration of an
incredible fantasy open-world set not only above the clouds but also amongst the waves and down through the
sunken, ocean depths.

EXPLORE AND FLY
The Great Ursee is an ancient place, filled with beautifully detailed locations to find and explore, not only above the
clouds, but also below the waves. Discover sparks of order and civilization as well as wild and dangerous coasts
filled with treasure, pirates, lost technology and amazing creatures.

FAST, BRUTAL DOGFIGHTING
Combat in The Falconeer is fast, brutal and devastating. The unique abilities of Warbirds allow for an unparalleled
level of control and movability, creating epic fights with mounted enemies such as War Falcons, Weaver dragons,
Mantarays and Razorbeetles.

FACTIONS
The rich and powerful yield fleets of airships and Falconeers to protect their assets, while revolution and dissent are
brewing among the downtrodden and poor. Join and support your faction, flying missions that may change the fate
of your comrades as well as yourself.

UPGRADED WINGS
Purchase new weapons, armour, cosmetics, and mutagens to perfect your mount – whatever the cost.

MULTIPLE EPIC STORYLINES
Choose your unique character’s origin story, and build an unbreakable bond between player and bird, through one
of multiple playable campaigns, encompassed by a world packed with side quests and free-flying exploration you
won’t want to miss!

Now and for a Limited Time you can get The Falconeer FREE with purchase of qualifying EVGA GeForce Graphics
card!

To learn more about the EVGA x The Falconeer promotion, visit
https://www.evga.com/01460/evga-the-falconeer-promotion/

About EVGA

EVGA is the #1 NVIDIA authorised partner in channel sales throughout North America and UK. Based on the
philosophy of intelligent innovation, market knowledge, and the real time operation, EVGA continues to identify the
need in the market place and providing the solution to that need. By offering product differentiation, a 90 day
Step-Up programme, and other customer focused programmes, EVGA is a clear leader in all categories: etail,
retail, distribution, and system integration. With headquarters in Brea, CA, EVGA's global coverage includes EVGA
GmbH in Munich, EVGA LATAM in Miami, and EVGA Hong Kong. For further information online about EVGA, visit:
http://eu.evga.com.
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